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No opportunity to share the Permaculture knowledge was wasted
by the PermacultureWest team over the autumn months. It has
been a productive time with some new local groups developing,
memberships growing and much excitement generated though
Permablitzs, festival stalls and workshops throughout the state.
Hats off to Charles, Tash, Sparkles, Jason and the team for all their
energy! May it long be a valued and renewable resource!
With winter finally upon us our themes for this issue focus on
waste and resources and we invite you to ponder how your permaculture practice considers the following two design principles:

TO CONTRIBUTE
The eNews is actively seeking articles. We welcome anything you’d
like to share with the community,
articles and event details.
Themes for Aug/Sept Issue:
1. Design from patterns to detail
2. Integrate rather than segregate
Please contributions send to
enews@permaculturewest.org.au
or contact Rachel on 0411 478 424

Makuru
The Noongar people of the SW
Coast of WA recognised six seasons.
Makuru (June/July) was the fertility
season. The first rains marked the
start of the initiation ceremonies and
cold and wet westerly gales. Prickly
Moses, Native Wisteria and Scarlet
Banksia flower.

With some rain about indoors beckons and this is a great time to
read up, plan and get involved. Several Introduction to Permaculture Courses and Permaculture Design Certificate courses are running throughout the winter months — check out the PermacultureWest web site for details (http:permaculturewest.org.au).
Take some time to learn about your local environment and the
resources and services that support it. Most local councils welcome
questions about their waste and recycling systems and many even
run tours of their centres - make your choices educated!
Tell ‘em what you think about waste and recycling in WA!
The Conservation Council WA are doing a survey to tap into
the thousands of good ideas out there about reducing waste
and recycling and they want to hear from you!
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CCWA_waste_survey
So this winter, consider yourself a resource and get involved! Think
‘Earth Care, People Care, Fair Share’. Attend a lecture to learn more
about the health of your local environment, a rally to promote
issues you are passionate about, sign up for a course to learn a
little more, or even put your hand up and get involved on the PermacultureWest committee.
The inspiring compost pile image (top of page) is from: The Heirloom Orchardist and was found via CultivatorsCorner.com
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Pol-e-cultures IV: Sepp Holzer's Permaculture
Harry, The Travelling Permaculturalist
This edition of pol-e-cultures is dedicated to the permaculture of Sepp Holzer. In early June I will be attending a
workshop in Portugal with Sepp so I thought that a brief introduction to his approach would prepare the way for a
more detailed exploration of Holzer Permaculture in a Mediterranean climate in the next edition.
Sepp Holzer and his family live on and farm a piece of land, the Krameterhof, in the alpine region of Austria. Holzer
took over the management of the Krameterhof in the 1960s and began at once to implement the ideas he had formulated after prolonged observation of nature and a childhood of gardening experimentation.
Sepp Holzer is a proto-permaculturalist. That is, his work preceded permaculture historically but still embodies permaculture principles. Happily Holzer is still alive, unlike other proto-permaculturalists like Masanobu Fukuoka and
Toyohiko Kagawa. Sepp Holzer has come to embrace permaculture principles but retains a sense of his unique place
by calling his approach 'Holzer Permaculture'. Of what, then, does 'Holzer Permaculture' consist? I currently understand 'Holzer Permaculture' to consist of a particular set of techniques which Holzer has developed in his work on
the Krameterhof. These techniques are consistent with and grow out of permaculture principles.
Holzer began in the 1960s to 'plant water' on the Krameterhof. This involved large scale earthworks and terracing.
Holzer writes that: “...water is life and must be treated with great care. This is why I try to keep water on my land as
long as possible.” The kind of earthmoving equipment used to create these earthworks is used only during the establishment phase of the system. With basic water infrastructure in place, Holzer uses green manure to improve soil
over many years. This green manure also provides food for the heritage livestock Holzer is fond of breeding — pigs
in particular. Holzer uses pigs in the way that was classically envisioned by Holmgren and Mollison — to work within
his fruit tree polycultures to clean up fallen fruit and fertilise the soil. These well-fed pigs do not damage trees.
The techniques of 'waterscaping', green manuring and animal husbandry form a foundation of fertility upon which other elements are
placed, including:





raised beds (of a kind you're likely not to have seen or heard of)
herbs and vegetables with fruit and nut trees in polyculture
earth building
intensive vegetable and herbs gardens and mushroom cultivation

The many sets of raised beds which constructed around the Krameterhof are made according to Holzer's special technique called
'hugelkultur' or 'hill culture.' Hugelkultur is akin to wicking bed technology but, in hugelkultur, wood is the reservoir for moisture.
Hugelkultur involves burying tree trunks, roots and other woody material beneath a large mound of soil and planting it with a green manure
followed by a vegetable polyculture. Holzer has had tremendous success with this technique in alpine Austria. I am very interested to see
how it goes in semi-arid Mediterranean climate Portugal. So far, I have
heard good reports and I am intrigued as to whether this technique
may be suitable for the light soils of the Perth basin.
All of these techniques sound very ordinary. In a certain sense they
are. What is remarkable is the sensitivity with which they have been assembled. At the Krameterhof, Holzer has created a beautiful, functional, productive, economically viable permaculture which preserves biodiversity and models
a system of landscape regeneration. There are all too few of such models. It is impossible to encapsulate the fullness
of his work in this short piece but I do hope that I have at least whet your appetite. I thoroughly recommend his recent book, “Sepp Holzer's Permaculture”, of which you can find a review on the Peacetree Permaculture weblog. I
will have much more to write about 'Holzer Permaculture' following my trip to Portugal.
Until then, may your polycultures be over yielding,
Harry
Harry is currently living in Oxford in the UK. He writes a weblog called Perennial Idea which can be found at
http://ptpc.com.au/weblog
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Edible fungi in your Permaculture system
Roz Hart
If you like fresh, good, tasty edible mushrooms, the
best way to get them is to grow your own! But
how?
Not outside in the garden, but instead, in a cool,
dark damp place inside your house, in a cardboard
box or on a lump of wood or straw. They require
just a few minutes inspection and to be kept moist
by spraying with water each day unless it is harvest
day, when you need to harvest and eat them. Not
too onerous a task?
These days it’s easy and cheap enough to buy a box from your local hardware store to grow your own
Portabello or button mushrooms. These boxes of “Grow your own mushrooms” can be bought over the
autumn and winter months and if you are patient and follow the instructions carefully, you will be rewarded with several crops of fruiting bodies, ie mushrooms. If you are after something more exotic, you can
purchase a kit to grow your own oyster mushrooms from the Farmers markets that abound now. The oyster mushrooms fruit from the top and sides of a lump of straw impregnated with oyster mushroom mycelium (the fungal body) and again will give you several crops of mushrooms before becoming useful compost. They require a moist environment for optimal fruiting so usually occupy my bathroom over the winter months, where they do take up quite a bit of space. It’s great fun, a new project and you get to eat the
results.
Collecting mushrooms from local parks, your backyard or farms requires that you be very sure of your fungus identification which is much easier said than done. Please be aware that you require a licence to collect any fungi from local bushland and there is very little knowledge about edible bushland fungi anyway.
Many of them will upset your innards. There’s nothing worse than a severe tummy ache caused by something you ate –mushrooms. It’s also very important to make sure all mushrooms you eat are very young
and fresh. This applies to supermarket as well as outdoor collected mushrooms. Finding fungignats or
maggots in your harvest is NOT GOOD. Similarly never eat slimy mushrooms, this is due to spoilage bacteria. They are old and you are best to return them to where you found them. If the fruiting bodies, ie the
mushrooms, are too old they will harbor large numbers of spoilage bacteria, which will also make you sick.
Interested in growing your own? Give it a try, it’s fun and tasty and there’s no waste as the spent dirt or
straw is good to add to your garden afterwards.
Mushroom image taken from: Fungal Biology at University of Sydney (http://bugs.bio.usyd.edu.au)

Wanted: ORCHARD EXPERIENCE
We are starting to build the orchard for our new house, now the winter is coming in. We would
appreciate any information on knowledgeable fruit tree suppliers in Perth.
We are also looking at mulching tagasaste for the substantial soil building task we face.
If there is an electric machine that will do the job, that would be great, as we have surplus power from the solar panels!
Have any members experience they could share with us?
Many thanks Warwick Rowell (warwick.rowell@bigpond.com).
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The Curtin Vegie Garden Volunteers (CVGV’s) Story
Peter Cope (Project Coordinatory) http://cvgvs.wordpress.com/
The Curtin Vegie Gardening Volunteers (or CVGV’s) are a busy collective of students & staff with a vision
of building foodscapes and productive gardens throughout the University, networking and bringing together faculties and departments, creating a genuinely sustainable green campus, and engaging with
community on a grass roots level.

The Curtin Garden Project began in 2007 on an empty block at the entrance to Kurrajong Village, a 300+
residence on Curtin University’s Bentley Campus. With large student residential populations on campus,
(around 1100), it seemed appropriate to set in place a space students could use to network with each
other socially, to recycle their kitchen waste through
composting, and to grow vegetable and fruit gardens.
We started building the garden by laying out pathways
with newspaper & mulch to simply & quickly smother
the weeds we didn’t need. By creating pathways first, we
could then choose where to start building our garden
beds. Our first “Busy Bees” or get togethers, were random meetings with volunteers who could give time during the week when they had no classes. Some lived on
campus and a few were living off campus as well. A lot of
clearing was done initially to simply develop workable
space to garden. Student Volunteers have come from
almost every nation on the planet to participate. The Garden Project connects with anyone who has had
some association with growing food, cooking or simple social networking. Many herbs we grow remind
people of home, and conversations start and friendships develop with these common themes.
As the garden idea has grown, the student volunteer base group has also steadily grown with usually
around 50 volunteers every semester and on average about 10 - 20 every Busy Bee. Students however
are a nomadic bunch with busy lives and places to go and things to do and learn. Gardens take time and
need daily attention, but those students who have seriously engaged in the project (especially those far
from home), have found it to be a stabilizing factor in their time at Curtin, a place to go to find sanctuary
and friendship and an escape from the rush & stress of student life.
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The garden is based around Permaculture Design, so we try to develop as naturally as we can, using recycled materials wherever possible and definitely no pesticides or chemicals. The garden is home to a small
number of Bobtail Lizards and is frequently visited by Kookaburras and Chitti Chittis (Willy Wagtails). We
have tried to keep some remnant bush in the garden as habitat.

Growing food that is relevant is extremely important and we are always trying to grow more of what
most people at the residences actually want,(chillies, asian herbs and greens), and we’re always on the
look out for local knowledge. Along the way we learn about growing conditions, orientation and climate, soil type and how to improve the soil (sand) we have. Not everything grows as spectacularly as
we’d all like, which is all part of the learning experience. Its ok if your plants occasionally fail, we learn
from that and move forward with more understanding and experience!

The garden attracts students from many nations. Several from Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Oman & Afghanistan have volunteered their time and visited the garden. It seemed only fitting then that as a shipment of
Fruiting Date Palms was scheduled for delivery from South Australia, that we place an order. Fruiting
Date Palms require special import licenses and checks to enter WA and they are only imported every 3 –
4 years. Our Palms arrived and it was with great excitement that we planted them in the Spring of 2009
for a long term investment to the future students of the University.

The garden is a great resource on so many levels. The University Child Care children have used the garden for waterwise visits and in Easter we hope to hold Egg Hunts. Students have often asked is they can
plant trees as a gift to the garden as a memory of their time at Curtin after they have gone home.
Students from Curtins School of Public Health hold Cooking Workshop at the student residences. The
Workshops invite students to participate and commence with a tour of the Vegie garden. Ingredients are
taken from the garden to the workshop. The potential for other faculties to engage is there as well. Indig5

enous plantings with guidance from the Centre for Aboriginal Studies, Art Works from the Fine arts &
Design departments and structures with help from Architecture students. There are no limits.

If you have valuable gardening knowledge & experience and can spare one or two Saturday mornings a
semester to run a Workshop, we’d love to meet you. Peter needs a break every now & then and is more
than happy to train you up to a confident level. It’s a lot of fun and so rewarding to teach for both you
and our students.

For more information about the garden, its location and how to join, please contact Peter Cope on 9266
2641 (WK) Mob: 0422 0660 72 and visit the garden blog for a complete visual history of the project from
day 1. http://cvgvs.wordpress.com/
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Maia Maia for carbon emissions reductions!
Sam Nelson
A innovative community in Western Australia is about to issue notes on the basis of local emission reduction projects. Each note tells a story! Maia Maia ERCS, a local Western Australian group, has created a new
way for local communities to make their efforts to reduce carbon pollution, which are normally invisible,
into a tangible form of ‘community money’. The approach is similar to simple loyalty programs such as
frequent flyer points. Frustrated with the lack of government leadership in regulating dangerous carbon
pollution, Maia Maia ERCS, launched the boya, a local currency issued on the basis of positive actions to
prevent climate change. The launch took place on 30 January at a workshop on Empowered Fundraising in
Fremantle, WA.
Boya are created as ‘rewards’ for group activities that result in the reduction in CO2 pollution through reducing power bills, planting trees, installing solar panels or other activities. Once reductions are made,
groups are able to apply to create their own boyas underwritten by their actions. Maia Maia ERCS uses
global standards to calculate the amount of carbon taken out of the atmosphere as a result of that action
for the currency issue.
Each boya note contains the logo of the group issuing it, the amount of carbon pollution reduced, the activity undertaken to reduce it and who sponsored them in helping to cover their costs. The first issue of
the boya was by the Gaia Foundation of Western Australia and the International Permaculture Service
(IPS) which is working with farmers in Ghana, Africa to develop sustainable agriculture methods and who
planted the trees used to back their boya. The sponsor of the issue, whose logo also appears on the boya,
was Edge 5, an environmental consultancy which
helped set up IPS.
Sam Nelson, a co-founder of Maia Maia ERCS, believes
the story of the group is the most powerful element of
the boya. He explains, “As our stories continue to circulate with the boya they remind us that people are out
there doing good things, something that is easy to overlook. I believe it is this sharing of stories that will have
the most impact in changing our society, rather than
any economic value we may put on carbon.”
The boya is named after rock trading tokens used by
local Nyungar people, which is one of the oldest systems of money on the planet. The name was suggested
by local Elder Neville Collard.
There are currently four businesses signed up to accept
the boya for various discount offers and a similar number of communities on the waiting list to issue their own boya. Some are offering a dollar discount per
boya whereas some, like the Organic Collective, an organic fruit and veg retailer in Fremantle, is offering a
10% discount for 10 boya.
Trading the boya can be likened to the use of frequent flyer points or other loyalty programs. A boya can
be redeemed at participating businesses or traded among individuals but can then also be used by businesses to trade with other vendors. The boya is issued in the form of a note so that it can be carried
around in people’s wallets and handbags and shared. People and shops are putting their own value on the
currency. What ever it is worth to them to do something about global warming - the group foresees that
over time a general price will be arrived at. Through this trading the boya will enrich participating communities with a sense of pride that it's members are playing their part in protecting our common future
There are currently over 200 local currency systems in operation around Australia, but Maia Maia ERCS is
the first such system to be based on emissions reductions.

For more information or to register as a business or community visit www.maiamaia.org
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Check your soil!
Andrew Ruscoe, Member of the Northern APE
I thought I should tell you something to highlight the risks of free ranging chickens in urban WA to permaculturists. It also explains why I have lost some enthusiasm for growing food in urban backyards. My wife
and I moved into our home in Duncraig in 1992. We kept 2 chickens from February 1994 and ate their
eggs on a regular basis. Although kept in a large enclosure, the chickens were allowed to roam the backyard when I was outside on weekends.
In 1995 my first daughter was born. Soon after that time, I came across a health department pamphlet on
getting chicken eggs tested for organochlorine pesticides. I had never allowed the use of such pesticides
on my property but I was aware that the local council had a history of allowing widespread use of organochlorines (for termites and argentine ant) and I knew of the pesticide’s ability to persist in the environment. I sent half a dozen eggs to Analytical Reference Laboratory (ARL) WA PTY LTD for organochlorine
pesticide analysis. Of course, more samples would have been much more statistically useful but prohibitively expensive. In November 1995, I received a report from ARLA stating that detectable organochlorines
were:
Chlordane & metabolites 0.01 mg/kg
Dieldrin
0.03 mg/kg
Heptachlor & metabolites 0.08 mg/kg
The health department limit at the time for Heptachlor in chicken eggs was 0.05mg/kg. Naturally, we
stopped eating the eggs and kept the chickens caged once we knew the above result.
Talking to various people, including Peter Dingle from Murdoch University, I gathered that chickens are
particularly good at collecting organochlorines because it sticks to the soil and chickens eat a lot of soil
when they are free to scratch. I guessed that the Heptachlor had been applied for termite protection to an
extensive retaining wall made from sleepers in the backyard, prior to our purchase of the property. The
chickens must have accumulated the pesticide by digging the dirt behind the sleepers on the occasions
when they were let out. To gather support for this hypothesis I had two soil samples taken and analysed
by ARL in December 1995. Sample 1 (soil behind the sleepers) and sample 2 (soil next to super six fence).
Sample 1
Chlordane & metabolites 0.85 mg/kg
Dieldrin
0.03 mg/kg
Heptachlor & metabolites 0.93 mg/kg

Sample 2
Chlordane & metabolites 0.07 mg/kg
Dieldrin
0.01 mg/kg
Heptachlor & metabolites 0.01 mg/kg

The results supported the above hypothesis indicating that the predominant source of organochlorines
was just behind the sleeper retaining wall. Again, more samples would have been more helpful but prohibitively expensive.
In June of 1996 our two chickens died and a veterinarian friend conducted an autopsy. Organochlorine
poisoning was listed as a possible cause of death. The chickens died at 3 years old which is very young for
a chicken left to live naturally. This adds to the evidence of the hazardous nature of these chemicals in our
backyard.
In November of 2005, my wife was diagnosed with breast cancer at 35 years old. This is very uncommon
for someone with no family history of breast cancer at an early age. Although this diagnosis may be unrelated to the organochlorine pesticides in our backyard, it is also possible that the two issues are related.
From what I know about the poison, it is usually accumulated through eating contaminated food, as it
seems my wife may have from February 1994 to November 1995.
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Northern Active Permaculture Group Heathers Permablitz
Charles Otway, NAPE
A few meetings back we all got together and discussed the desires and possibilities of a Permaculture based, Foodscape redesign for the backyard and looked at some aspects of intelligent design that can be applied to what is an
already established property. If we were doing this for ourselves it’s good to ask some of the following questions.
·
How many people will be benefiting from our food production?
·
What is the yard size for food production?
·
Which areas of existing garden would we would like to keep?
·
What are the sun and other conditions the main growing area receives?
·
How many hours we can dedicate to our food production each week and what level of self-sufficiency do
we want/can we manage? How much yield?
·
What would we like to grow? List fruit, vegetables, herbs, fodder crops, annuals and perennials.
·
What do we eat a lot of……and want to grow …..?
·
What livestock/animals can you manage and use in your system, and how will you feed them and utilize
them?
·
How will your watering system work and what can be done to minimize it? What water harvesting techniques can I use such as using, tanks, grey water, wicking beds, soil improvement/storage?
·
How can I, catch and store energy, solar, trees, micro climates?
Now for another list, let’s go back to permaculture basics and think about our block or situation/lifestyle while reading the 12 Principles below. These guiding principles give us an Eastern education approach to thinking about things,
its not telling us what to do— we need to make individual situation specific choices but it does give a rounded guide
so we don’t miss to much.

1. Observe and interact -By taking time to engage with nature we can design solutions that suit our particular situation.

2. Catch and store energy - By developing systems that collect resources at peak abundance, we can use
them in times of need.
3. Obtain a yield - Ensure that you are getting truly useful rewards as part of the work that you are doing.

4. Apply self-regulation and accept feedback - We need to discourage inappropriate activity to ensure
that systems can continue to function well.

5. Use and value renewable resources and services - Make the best use of nature's abundance to reduce
our consumptive behaviour and dependence on non-renewable resources.
6. Produce no waste - By valuing and making use of all the resources that are available to us, nothing goes
to waste.
7. Design from patterns to details - By stepping back, we can observe patterns in nature and society. These
can form the backbone of our designs, with the details filled in as we go.
8. Integrate rather than segregate - By putting the right things in the right place, relationships develop
between those things and they work together to support each other.
9. Use small and slow solutions - Small and slow systems are easier to maintain than big ones, making
better use of local resources and producing more sustainable outcomes.
10. Use and value diversity - Diversity reduces vulnerability to a variety of threats and takes advantage of
the unique nature of the environment in which it resides.
11. Use edges and value the marginal - The interface between things is where the most interesting events
take place. These are often the most valuable, diverse and productive elements in the system.

12. Creatively use and respond to change - We can have a positive impact on inevitable change by carefully observing, and then intervening at the right time.
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So back to Heathers Blitz and taking a look at the design that she and I and our meetings comments helped develop.

Wicking Beds – These beds allow management of the most precious resource in Perth, Water. They also are an
intelligent choice to hold the water and nutrients near the short rooted veggies in what would otherwise be leaching, dry sand. Often we can recycle lots of materials in the bed design, Heather is using old pavers for the walls, Bentonite clay for the liners (not plastic), carpet to protect the clay liner, as the water holding zone will be recycled
crushed brick, the membrane is likely old carpet. We then make an intelligent choice to spend some money and buy
in some good soil concentrate, good soil takes years to create, veggie beds and especially wicking beds are high intensity growing zones. With good soil we harvest and produce excesses, this feeds compost systems and chooks etc.
With poor soil we would have lower yields, lowing interest and a slow and painful nutrient recycle system.

Fruit Trees – Trees are the building block and carbon/biomass accumulation mechanism. The more trees the better
any system will be. Fruit trees achieve multiple aims, perennial food, trees, and climate control. Fruit trees alone
don’t make a sustainable system, so we are introducing so nitrogen fixing pioneer species and if possible larger longer living canopy species for further carbon farming, diversity, biology accumulation and climate control. Similarly
perennial veggies and herbs can fulfil shorter timeframe but equivalent roles. Trees need to be cared for as we are
growing them out of their natural space, and other control measures, as such we will prune the Lemon back to a
tree that provides a adequate yield without taking up as much space, containing dead/diseased wood and limiting
companion planting and systems (chooks/and understory).

Tree Location – I have listed this specifically because the growth habit, biological effects and whether a plant looses leaves etc. are critical to garden planning and layout. While sun angles are important to understand as well, a
plant that is deciduous rather than evergreen has a huge impact on where it can be planted in your yard and what
effects it will have on the microclimate. In the design we have endeavoured to place deciduous species where we
would like the light to come through in winter, dwarf (short) varieties where we need light/sight over the top, and
larger evergreens on the south/west side to minimize the sun blocked. There are more elements than sun to consider but we won’t go into that now. Ideal sun utilisation is one thing but we also need to plant what Heather wants
and has so some species are not ideally placed but should be ok if managed appropriately.

Grass – Grass has its place, it is a ground cover, chook/mulch greens, it can be functional and pretty as a picnic and
sitting spot, and will effectively cool your yard better than non-living equivalents. But we have little rain and space in
an urban Perth Backyard and therefore we must plan and limit its use. Hence we are sheet mulching some and
shaping, shading, and bordering a specific section selected based on the above benefits and limitations.

Pond – While it is not aquaculture and that would be a more efficient use of the water and space, having a pond
allows a much wider diversity of plants and animals to exist in your ecosystem. These are mainly higher order predators so you will be adding an army of helpers with a healthy and clean pond system. One can easily grow, Kang
Kong, Water Cress, Water Celery and Water Chestnuts as a yield from any size pond.

Trellis – Effective use of space and structure is important in any design, and while trees often supply a structure and
shade we can construct our own if it is more suitable. We will be trellising the grape to achieve multiple aims/
10

benefits, it will provide a solid screen from the
neighbours when the other screen falls over,
the dappled shade will allow tender veggies to
be grown in the bed underneath in summer,
and the deciduous nature will mean that sun
can still penetrate the yard and the bed in winter. Of course the grape also offers a yield of
grapes that can be netted more effectively if
they have down vertically off and above head
trellis.
Heathers previous design was great, but using
nearmap to provide the scale I was able to
trace up a more descriptive layout. Trace paper
also allows us to put on multiple levels which
can reduce the need to cram all info in one
picture.
In the next issue of PermacultureWest Enews we will follow up with the successful Blitz, show lots of great photos
and describe learning’s of the day.
Until then enjoy the rain. Cheers Charles

What’s on....
Events, Courses and permaculture related community activities

Permaculture West
For an up-to-date list Permaculture Courses and Events visit the Permaculture West website:
Events/Courses : http://permaculturewest.org.au/events
Permablitz news: http://permaculturewest.org.au/community/permablitz

Perth Green Events

For a great calendar of Green Events in Perth (including Permaculture courses!) check out:

http://www.perthgreenevents.com

Plant some native plants on World Environment Day in East Perth
Sunday 5 June, 2011 10:00-12:00, Point Fraser, Riverside Drive (East Perth)
Join the City of Perth on World Environment Day celebrate the theme ‘Forests: Nature at Your Service’ with a native planting session followed by a free BBQ. RSVP: Christine Swart: Ph 9461 3136 christine.swart@cityofperth.wa.gov.au by COB Friday 3 June 2011

Say 'Yes' to Climate Action - National Day of Action
Sunday 5 June, 11am, Perth Cultural Centre
The 'Say Yes Australia' campaign aims to advocate for climate action through an effective and strong price on pollution that helps transition Australia's economy to a safer and greener future.

WA's Forests at the Crossroads Public Forum
June 11th June, 16:00, University of Notre Dame, Corner of Croake and Cliff Streets Fremantle
The WA Forest Alliance is very excited to announce that Ben Elton is going to be the MC for a public forum to discuss the future of WA’s forests. The forum is free and everyone is invited. For details contact 0488 777 592

Profs and Pints:
Trust me I’m a Scientist! What does the public expect from the 21st century Science?
Tue June 7, 6-8pm, The Flying Scotsman’s Velvet Lounge, Free
Email renae.sayers@scitech.org.au or call 9215 0846 for more details.

If you have an event, activity or course you would like added to our next e-news (Aug/Sept
2011) please send an email with details to enews@permaculturewest.org.au by July 25th.
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The Permaculture Association of Western Australia aims to help people learn and use permaculture in
their lives. The Association provides the opportunity for members to obtain information and build
skills to implement permaculture designs, by:

Disseminating permaculture information and resources

Promoting the design and construction of permaculture systems

Providing opportunities for interested people to meet

Seeking contact with any other related groups

Join a local
permaculture group
Belonging to a local permaculture groups
can provide inspiration, motivation, hands
on practical help and opportunities to
share equipment, and plant resources.
They also provide a great sense of comradeship and connectedness. There are
several active local groups around Perth.
Check out their websites to see what the
groups are up to and how to join:
The Hills Local Permaculture Group
(HLPG)
Contact:
Silvia Rosenstreich
silviarose88@yahoo.com.au or
Rosemary Taylor (08) 9252 1237
The Northern Active Permaculture
Enthuasiasts (APE’s)
Contact Charles at
permaculturewest@gmail.com
The Lockridge Group
Contact Tash at
lockridgecommunitygarden@gmail.com
The Fremantle Permaculture Group
Contact Sparkles at
sparklemerchant@yahoo.com
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